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21st Century Wildlife Management
AI Technology Changes the Game for Property Managers

Over the past few decades, technology has been introduced across 
practically all industries to drive innovation and efficiencies. 
However, when it comes to wildlife management, technologies are 
relatively new and disparate. As a result, the majority of property 
owners and managers continue to rely on tried-and-true manual 
processes. And while they do work, these activities can consume a 
great deal of time – both during the hunting season and in 
preparation for the hunting season every year.   

The time has long since passed for a new, better, and more 
efficient, way to manage these tasks.  

HuntPro was developed by property managers, hunters, and 
wildlife enthusiasts with exactly this goal in mind – bringing 
wildlife management into the 21st century.   

As you all know, there are no end to the responsibilities of running 
a large property. From understanding the wildlife population that 
exists on the property to managing the experiences of visitors and 
guests, and ensuring their safety, all through your processes and 
procedures. There are many ways technology can organize and 
augment your operations, including but not limited to, conduct-
ing population studies, providing harvest data entry and reporting, 
building target animal lists, and collecting observational data from 
guides and guests. Additionally, technology can be used to take 
and manage visitor reservations and liability waivers and provide 
safety features such as GPS tracking and requests for help.  For 
every task these days, there is a technology that promises to make 
it easier.  
 
In this paper, we will outline how we have begun to use the 
HuntPro technology to help streamline hunt preparation and 
planning.  You will see how we can drive additional 
efficiencies across your operation, provide your staff with tools 
that streamline repetitive tasks, and help ensure an enjoyable 
experience for your guests.  

On a more personal note, before we begin, we realize that there 
might be geographical differences in some terms like blinds or 
stands. HuntPro can accommodate your setups and property 
uniqueness so that it can be used anywhere in the world.
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Image 1. Trail camera 
images sorted and displayed 
in the HuntPro app.

Conducting Your Trail Camera Survey

As you know, during an average hunting season it is not 
uncommon to review tens of thousands of trail camera 
images looking for animals to target and identifying their 
patterns.  The current common practice requires filtering 
through these thousands of trail camera images manually and 
organizing them into spreadsheets and “buck books” or Do Not 
Hunt / Target lists for owners and guests.  

Built around an AI (Artificial Intelligence) engine, HuntPro’s 
value as a comprehensive wildlife management platform is its 
ability to automatically recognize animal species, sort 
sub-species by sex; categorize, organize and file images based 
on defined filter criteria; and compile all the images and 
associated data analytics into a shareable format. All of that 
functionality allows for an easy workflow to analyze behavior 
and movement patterns, tag trophy deer, create management 
lists, focus on predator control, analyze harvest data, check 
weather conditions and plan hunts via computer or even in the 
field from a mobile phone.

This allows you to count, name, and tag the individual bucks on 
the property without conducting a full blown Population Survey.  
So, if you are part of MLDP or DMAP survey method using a 
helicopter or drive through, you can still build and maintain 
Named and Target animal lists.

Need to update your data as the season progresses? HuntPro’s 
filtering and tagging functionality provides an easy way to keep 
information up-to-date throughout the season, in a way that 
physically printed books and lists do not allow for. 
 
Additionally, it allows you to quickly and easily identify 
malfunctioning cameras, incorrect camera settings, empty or 
malfunctioning feeders and issues with pests or predators. 

HuntPro helps to quickly identify and help users correct 
issues saving time and energy.

21st Century Wildlife Management

HuntPro 
processes 25,000 
to 30,000 trail 
camera images 
per week in 
under 5 hours.

Manually, that 
same process 
can easily take 
over 30 hours to 
accomplish. 
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Placing Your Hunters

How do you decide where to send a group of hunters who are 
visiting your property? The discussion to match weapon choice, 
type of stand or blind, wind and weather conditions and 
available target animals to match the hunters requirements can 
be exhaustive. If you are also managing multiple hunters 
simultaneously or hunters booked back to back, making sure 
you place them all in the correct locations and plan 
transportation for them in the most efficient way can be quite 
the chore.

Leveraging the HuntPro wind and location wizard, you can 
make reservations online for visitors at optimal locations based 
on data collected and correlated for you.  HuntPro offers 
digital, property mapping tools with property, tax map lines 
and parcel data available. Pins can be dropped for camera 
locations, stands and many other features.  Geo location and 
weather data is assigned to all camera location images 
uploaded. Heat map activity for any species or unique buck can 
be illustrated.

Heat maps allow user to easily see where any species, does or 
bucks appeared more often on cameras during any date range 
as well as where and when an individual buck is spending more 
of its time.  This will also indicate its travel patterns. Want to let 
the hunter target a particular animal? Activity heat mapping can 
be filtered by species or by specific animal and overlaid with 
the locations that are closest to the target with the correct wind 
conditions.  No other technology on the market is capable of 
this level of detail.

KEY TAKEAWAY --------

LEVERAGE DATA TO PROVIDE HUNTERS IDEAL 

CONDITIONS FOR THEIR EXCERSIONS.

Image 2. A heat map of buck 
activity on property
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Weather and wind direction is also provided on the property 
map for any time throughout a multiple day forecast.  
Checking the wind is as easy as sliding the wind forecaster 
tool to the desired time and date of the hunt on the property 
map.

Wind direction preferences for stands can be selected on a 
360-degree circle around each stand and assigned the color 
codes red, yellow, and green.  The stand locations on web or 
mobile app will be colored accordingly throughout the 
daily/hourly forecast range indicating which stands offer 
good (green), bad (red), or in between (yellow) wind direction 
for hunting. 

The manager, and each individual hunter, has the ability 
to choose a location with favorable wind conditions and 
check the overall activity of target animals at that location 
at the touch of a button, from the mobile app. 

The weather data includes local current conditions as well 
as hourly and daily forecasts, temperature, humidity, moon 
phase, rise and set, sun rise and set, pressure and a 3-day 
wind forecast.

Want to document what was observed on the property by the 
hunters?  Observational data entry is available for all mobile 
users to enter notes during or after their hunts.  

You can customize this completely to get real-time data on 
predators, bucks, does, fawns or any other category – such as 
bucks over 8 points seen.  

This can be a powerful data source to augment the trail 
camera survey (or helicopter survey) data and can be used to 
monitor and compare your wildlife populations throughout 
the course of the season.  It can also help guide your overall 
management strategy as the season progresses.  

For example, a predator hunt can take place using the heat 
map and observational data to identify where the most 
predator sightings have been recorded, helping your herd 
thrive.

Image 3. A color-coded wind map of 
the property

By leveraging 
HuntPro to check 
the wind, and 
choose a 
favorable, 
well-traveled, 
location you can 
increase their 
chances of an 
eventful and 
successful day of 
hunting.
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Targeting the Right Bucks for Harvest: Providing A Better 
Alternative to a Bloody Logbook

How do you distribute Target and Do Not Shoot lists to 
hunters? Many print the lists into 3-ring binders to give to 
guides and hunters. It gets the job done but it’s a clunky 
solution that is expensive to make, easy to lose, and difficult to 
keep updated.  Others leverage DropBox, or a similar file 
sharing system paired with spreadsheets. While this may be an 
improvement over the 3-ring binder, it is still a tedious and 
time consuming process to create and maintain from 
thousands of trail camera images. A physical log book can also 
be difficult to maintain throughout the entire season. 
 
HuntPro has automated this process, leveraging its AI engine to 
create unique buck profiles which are cataloged into Targeted 
for Harvest pages and can be seen by guests, hunters, proper-
ty owners, etc. from their mobile devices.  This list is available 
in a profile style photo collection that is filterable by season, 
location, age, name and point class, or a Facebook style profile 
of bucks.  It is easily updated as the bucks move around during 
rut, or are harvested in real time. You can share the list with 
hunters prior to their visit to your property so they better pre-
pare for their hunt and set their own goals and targets.  

Using HuntPro you can enter simple or sophisticated harvest 
data through customizable logging complete with pictures if 
desired. The entry can be done by users or by your 
employees to ensure proper documentation and record 
keeping for any programs or your personal operations with all 
the needed MLDP, DMAP, or Custom harvest data.  Deer, 
turkey, pig, etc, can be entered and the system will dynamically 
change to provide the user with the necessary fields based on 
species and sex.  A Whitetail buck for example can be entered 
by hunter, license #, management program tag, jawbone id, 
date, location, etc.  Complete with the measurements needed 
for weight, age, inside spread, main beam, basil circumference, 
even total raw score entry in eights.  If you change to enter in a 
doe next it will forego all the male portions and focus on 
lactation and fetus presence. 

In both scenarios you have the option to include a picture. 
Once a hunter is entered into the system you can later choose 
that hunter again to prefill all of the information that is specific 
to the hunter so that you don’t have to rewrite it on the form 
later.

Image 5. Named bucks
identified for harvest on the 
HuntPro app.

Image 4. A unique buck book 
identifying potential deer to 
target
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A Long-Term View

As an added benefit, data you collect during normal opera-
tions is searchable, shareable, and secure in in one system. 
You can view data by season, custom date range, species etc.  
The system automatically generates reports and graphs for 
your harvest and observation data.  You can also report on it 
and export it to another tool if needed.  

Logging and using data year over year in a manual world can 
be frustrating and those sources can become beat up and lost 
through the years. The process can be made more efficient 
through the use of technology.

“I was skeptical about automation at 
first, but the mobile app target list is 
huge for us in managing a property 
that hosts many guests, clearly 
indicating visually which bucks are 
targeted for harvest.”

        Rob, HuntPro User
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Streamline Reservations and Guest Management

Managing reservations, collecting liability and safety waivers 
and ensuring the safety of your guests while they are on your 
property are necessary, but generally unenjoyable, tasks.  

HuntPro provides state-of-the-art guest management tools to 
help make the process easier. Stands or other features, such as 
boats or lodging, can easily be reserved, blocked, and grouped.  
Digital liability waivers can be signed by guests via the mobile 
app prior to arrival at the property and are stored online. Using 
the app, guests can communicate with one another within the 
group or with property managers and guides.  

Want to know where your users are on the property? Want to 
give them the capability to request hep through the app or 
notify all staff pf an emergency? If desired, GPS can be enabled 
to track user locations and routes for safety purposes.  In the 
event of an emergency, injury, recovery of an animal, 
vehicle issues, etc, guests can request help via the mobile app. 
By accessing their GPS coordinates on the property, you can 
coordinate emergency transportation, see location history and 
even track movement on the map in real-time using a bread 
crumb trail.

Does your property require Insurance Liability or Consent 
waivers? If so, they can be done in the system, even ahead 
of time, once the Mobile account setup invitations have gone 
out - if you require them at the time of login.  Name, Address, 
Email, and Phone along with an electronic signature are 
collected with your waiver and stored online. Without signing 
the waiver users will not have access to the system to perform 
any tasks.   Waivers can easily be updated as needed when 
newer versions come out and you can require this at any time 
of an existing user. Administrators or managers can view all 
waivers from the web portal.

For guests, the process is easy and seamless with digital forms, 
a simple check-in and check-out process. For the property 
manager and owner, it’s a surefire way to make sure all guests 
are safe and can be located throughout their stay on property.

HuntPro helps 
you manage 
guest activity 
with ease, from 
the field or in the 
office.  
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Maps and Visibility

Maps matter and HuntPro has a lot of options available to its 
users. Traditionally, large satellite maps are printed and posted 
on a cork board or metal to allow for pins or magnets, pinning 
certain locations on the map to signify certain guests, animals, 
locations, etc.  Using the HuntPro digital map, you can see your 
property lines and assets along with current and forecasted 
wind. Whether you search by address, zip, city, county, etc. you 
can see the property lines, stands / blinds, and neighboring 
property information.  If you need to measure distance between 
locations or measure an area on the map to determine how 
large an area is in acres, just use the mobile app Measurement 
Tools. Toggle the view from satellite to street if needed.  

No service? No problem. The Offline Map Mode allows you to 
download map tiles, so you can see the map on mobile when 
out of cellular or Wi-Fi coverage.  Additionally, think about all 
the maps that get viewed or printed, sometimes laminated, and 
placed on tables, in trucks, UTV’s or any other vehicle. They get 
wrinkled, crushed, torn, or lost - only to be found two years 
later, causing confusion.  If all guides, employees, and guests 
have the property map on their mobile app they are much less 
likely to lose it or damage it, and they can even track 
themselves on the property using the mobile map.  Add 
locations to your map, set wind preferences on those locations, 
allow them to be reservable, and even automatically upload 
pictures from several different types of cellular trail cameras, 
the ultimate time saver.  

With HuntPro, you can keep maps current online, create 
locations for hunts, have reservations set days in advance, if 
you so choose, and using the rules that allow you to block 
locations before or after reservations for a time you determine. 
All reservations can be seen on the digital map, with the 
hunter’s name on the location they are reserved into or as-
signed to from the Map.

In a practical example, a common conversation that starts after 
breakfast or lunch is where to place hunters based on the 
outcomes of the morning hunt before evening hunts and 
typically after dinner you have those same discussions before 
everyone turns in to prep for morning hunts. With HuntPro, you 
can book those hunters as that discussion happens and share 
that booking in real time with them and your staff.

Image 7. A printed satelite map

Image 6. A Digital Map on 
HuntPro
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How It Works

HuntPro is a patented, powerful, scalable, cloud-native, 
technology platform.  Users can access their dashboard on any 
web browser or via the mobile app on any device.  All data is 
completely private and protected.  Images can be 
uploaded from SD cards used in any camera brand and some 
cellular cameras can send images directly into HuntPro.  With 
the speed loader app, images from SD cards are rapidly 
uploaded into the cloud.  As they travel through the portal 
before landing on your dashboard, the AI engine tags each 
image in milliseconds with what it identifies.  Currently, the AI 
has been trained to detect 10 different wildlife species as well 
as humans and vehicles.  Whitetails are tagged as buck, doe or 
fawn and turkeys as gobbler or hen. The acronym tags are B for 
buck, D for doe, F for fawn, C for coyote, T for turkey and so 
on. 

Image batches can be filtered by species, sex, camera location, 
date range, tags, and other criteria.  The desired AI confidence 
level can also be selected.  The “None” filter will display all 
those frustrating images with nothing present.  They can be 
reviewed by scrolling down the columns and deleted, or simply 
ignored.  They will not appear in any of the other filters.  

Clicking on any image in the batch will open that specific photo 
in the user interface window.  It is here that AI tags are visible 
on the photo and will be near the animal, person, or vehicle 
identified.  By clicking on these automatically generated tags 
they can be moved or changed, and buck point class can be 
added.  For example, a B tag for a 9-point buck would become 
B9.  All buck point class tags created can be filtered later into 
point class groups.  Numerical tag data is statistically analyzed 
on the automated, Population Study page where robust 
reporting and graphs are presented.

21st Century Wildlife Management

Contact Us

(678) 390-8090  
marketing@huntpro.app

Image 8. A filtered view of im-
ages in HuntPro.

Image 9. ID Mode


